The Perfect Answer to Control Corrosion on Recreational Equipment
Fluid Film® is the perfect product for recreational equipment. For hunting and fishing
gear, Fluid Film® provides a natural corrosion coating that displaces water and moisture,
working in all weather and salt water environments. From water-fowling outings to deepsea fishing, Fluid Film® protects guns and rods from rust and corrosion and provides long
term lubrication to the tiniest of moving parts. For motorcycle chains and offroading
vehicles, Fluid Film® provides a barrier of protection from mud and dirt, making a great
chain lube where dirt will not build up and where clean up is just a rinse away. Use Fluid
Film® today for all your recreation gear.

"So…I…dragged out a pistol that had been used hard and put away wet; I sprayed
Fluid Film on it and BAM! Not only did the dirt and powder residue bubble off the
metal; it actually cleaned the copper fowling out of the barrel without using a wire
bore brush...It’s not often that you come across something that works better than
advertised; but Fluid Film fits that niche. It also lubricates with a thin film that does
not change viscosity due to temperature. That’s a plus for cold weather shooting in
a salty duck marsh." - Capt. Walt, New England Charters
"We use Fluid Film as part of our regular maintenance program for our fleet of 35
electric buggies and 30+ beach cruiser bicycles...In addition, local customers use it
on their boats, bikes and in their homes. We even have repeat...customers who
bought the product last winter and have returned to purchase multiple cans for use
on their RV's." - Kathy Wilson, Nautical Wheelers
ATV's:
Fluid Film® can be applied before four wheeling to make clean-up much easier.
Dirt and mud will hose right off a coated surface. It is also an excellent chain lube
and all around lubricant and corrosion preventive.
Bicycles:
Use Fluid Film® to lubricate bottom brackets, derailleur, headseats, hubs and seat
posts. Use on all nuts and bolts, gears, levers and break cables.
Bicycle Chains:
Spray on chains, wipe off excess. Will leave a thin film which is resistant to dirt
build-up, providing long term lubrication and protection from rust.
Boats
Boat Trailers:
Apply to all electrical connections for lighting system, suspension leaf springs and
spring hangers, hull rollers (bearings or bushings), hitch coupling connections, ball
hitch, height Adjustors, winch, any exposed metal.
Camping Equipment
Dirt Bike Swing Arm Bushings
Exercise Equipment
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Firearms:
Spray on rag and then rub down firearm, leaving a thin film residue which will not
leave fingerprints or come off on hands or clothes. Tack-free mechanism
lubrication. Use on bolts, slides and magazines. Will not affect bluing. Good for
wood-stock.
Fishing Reels:
Lightly coat to protect from salt spray. Use Fluid Film® to lubricate screws,
bearings, cogs, drag washers and use as a protective coating.
Golf Carts
Golf Clubs:
Use Fluid Film® on steel shafts & heads in storage.
Jetskis
Knives:
Spray a small amount of Fluid Film® on a rag and rub in. Works great for
protecting and lubricating folding knives.
Leather Hunting Boot Conditioner
Motorcycle Chains:
Spray Fluid Film® directly on the chain, wiping excess off with clean rag. Fluid
Film® will migrate into all areas, providing long-lasting lubrication and protection
from rust. There will be an initial dusting because of the non-drying application of
the product, but Fluid Film® does not gum up or create a build-up of dirt.
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Off-Roading:
Apply Fluid Film® before off-roading so dirt and mud will wash off easier.
Roller Skates:
Use Fluid Film® to lubricate bearings.
Outboard engines including interior housing from salt spray
RV's:
Use Fluid Film as an undercoating to protect from salt exposure and rust, for
battery terminals, for awning hardware, trailer hitches, electrical connections and
terminals, anywhere rust or corrosion could be a problem. Because of low water
volume, Fluid Film is also an excellent release agent for use in RV toilets.
Scooters
Skateboards
Snowmobile:
Spray on clutch to keep moisture from getting in or freezing, tail light lens to
prevent snow from sticking.
Treadmill Belts
Weights:
Apply a thin film then rub in to keep weights rust free.
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